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Chapter 1Introdution1.1 MotivationSustainable development has beome an important issue for organisations. Nolonger an organisations funtion and bring forth produts solely for the purposeof generating pro�t. The urrent usage of environmental and soial resoures, ausage that is the result from main stream thinking in management and eonomis,proves destrutive for our habitat (Meadows, Meadows, Randers, & Behrens, 1972;WCED, 1987). To ounterat this destrution of habitat, more often organisationstake a loser look at the environmental and soial onsequenes of their ativitiesand the produts they produe. An inreasing number of organisations shifts froma development in whih eonomi aspirations prevail, to a sustainable develop-ment, i.e. a development that balanes eonomi aspirations with environmentaland soial limitations (Elkington, 1999; WCED, 1987). The Global ReportingInitiative (GRI) reports over 800 organisations urrently using its Global Report-ing Guidelines, i.e. guidelines for sustainability reporting (GRI, 2006); an index ofleading sustainability-oriented ompanies, the Dow Jones Sustainability World In-dex (DJSWI), omprises over 300 ompanies (DJSI, 2006). Organisations' urrentfuntioning and produt portfolios require areful reonsideration, and where ne-essary need to be hanged to �t new demands that ome along with a sustainabledevelopment.In post-industrial soiety, sustainable development, often abbreviated to sus-tainability, has beome an important topi in the struggle for human existene(e.g. IISD, 2003b; Goodland & Lede, 1987; Peare, Barbier, & Markandya, 1988;Pezzey, 1992; Pronk & Haq, 1992; WCED, 1987). Sustainable development refersto humans' ontinuous strive for improvement and eonomi development, whilelimited by the environment in whih this strive is realised (see for instane WCED,1987). In 1972, the Club of Rome issued several warnings onerning the depletionof world's natural resoures by the human population for its eonomi endeavours,stressing the need for a hange in the population's use of the planet (Meadowset al., 1972; Meadows, Meadows, & Randers, 1992). Later, the publiation of\Our ommon future" (WCED, 1987)1 broadened the disussion, inorporating5



Chapter 1. Introdutionsoial in addition to environmental and eonomi issues. In addition to the deple-tion of natural resoures, the e�et eonomi development has on human apitalwas taken into onsideration. The WCED's (1987) publiation also initiated theplaement of sustainable development on international and national politial agen-das, stating that \[sustainable development℄ is a development that meets the needsof the present without ompromising the ability of future generations to meet theirown needs" (WCED, 1987, p.43). From 1987, the terms sustainable developmentand sustainability start to appear in legislation, poliy, odes of ondut, guide-lines, etetera (for overviews, see Faber, Jorna, & van Engelen, 2005; IISD, 2003b,and hapter 2 of this thesis).Although sustainability urrently reeives muh attention, it is not a onernonly of post-industrial soiety. For example, Van Zon (2002) reports that sustain-ability has been a problem in former soieties as well. He indiates that sedentaryagriulture led humans to seriously reonsider their relationship with their environ-ment, over 10,000 years ago. Of more reent date, Van Zon (2002) mentions thatin anient Greee the exessive felling of trees from nearby forests fored Athenianauthorities to take measures to preserve Athens' supply of wood. Whereas theseexamples illustrate that sustainability is not a onern of modern soiety alone,the sale at whih sustainability related issues our urrently is muh larger.In spite of its broad formulation, urrent soiety's e�orts regarding a sustain-able development are limited in sope. The onept of sustainability often is linkedexlusively to eologial issues, and hardly expliitly relates sustainability to therole human behaviour plays (Jorna, 2006b). For instane, one of our soiety'smajor onerns regarding sustainability is the availability of energy resoures suhas oil and gas. The exhaustion of these resoures is often addressed by developingnew devies that onsume less energy. In ar industry for instane, more eÆientengines are used. Or, ways are sought to adapt existing devies in order to de-rease their energy onsumption. A solution is the swithing o� of a ar's enginewhen it omes to a stop (e.g. Citro�en, 2006).Also ativities onentrate on the searh for alternative resoures for energy,suh as the replaement of oil by hydrogen fuel ells. Underlying this replaement isthe more general problem of energy supply and onsumption. The energy problementres around the inreasing demand for energy; an inrease that is not mathedat the supply side. The urrently mostly-used arbon-based energy resoures oiland gas deplete (e.g. Meadows et al., 1972; VPRO, 2004). Several alternatives areonsidered. For instane, the replaement of oil and gas by hydrogen fuel ells;pratially, Toyota (2006) already produes a ar with both a ombustion and aneletrial engine. Other examples are solar-power and wind-power.A �nal example of our soiety's e�orts to deal with problems of sustainabi-lity onerns pollution. In various forms, pollution is generated by humans eitherdiretly or indiretly, for instane through our industries. Through national legis-lation (e.g. EPA, 1994) and international agreements (e.g. UN, 2006) the problemof pollution is dealt with, resulting in various solutions. For instane, in order to1The World Commission of Environment and Development was a ommission of the UnitedNations. Presently, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and United NationsDepartment of Eonomi and Soial A�airs (Commission on Sustainable Development) deal withthe issue of sustainable development. 6



1.1. Motivationdiminish exhaust fumes of ars, atalysts are installed. Internationally, a marketfor the exhange of arbon emission permits is reated to enable organisations totrade pollution permits.The above presented e�orts and solutions regarding problems of sustainabilityare all developed from a tehnologial or legislative perspetive; the role of humanbehaviour or knowledge about inuening this behaviour in the initial problems,i.e. energy onsumption and pollution, is absent. The notion that human behaviourplays a role in both use of energy and the generation of pollution beomes learwhen onsidering for instane someones driving style. An individual's driving styleinuenes a ar's mileage and pollution rate; a sporty style of driving results inhigher fuel onsumption and emission of exhaust fumes than a defensive drivingstyle.Regarding the soial aspet of sustainability, emphasis is plaed on the on-trasts between rih versus poor, majority versus minority, government versus it-izen, etetera (see, for instane, GRI, 2000; UN, 1992a), thus entring aroundhuman values. In order to resolve problems relating to the soial aspet of sus-tainability, solutions are formulated in normative and presriptive terms. Addi-tionally, solutions are built on the identi�ed ontrasts, and asribe leading rolesto the stronger parties. For example, the rih should provide for the poor, orgovernments should take are of their itizens (e.g. UN, 1992a).The above-given examples illustrate how the debate on sustainability om-monly takes plae. In spite of its multifaeted and soial nature, an eologial per-spetive dominates the sustainability debate. And, although more often inludedin the debate, the soial aspet still is underdeveloped in omparison to the eolog-ial aspet (MElroy, 2006; Jorna, 2006b). Furthermore, sustainable developmentoriginally is approahed from a top-down perspetive, whereby sustainability ri-teria are spei�ed through politial bargaining, and ethial and ideologial issuesditate the agenda (Jorna, 2006b). In other words, situations of sustainability arenot de�ned, in terms of eologial or soial fators themselves. Instead, situationsof sustainability are determined in an anthropoentri fashion, dominated by opin-ion and prejudie (see Naess, 1986, p.13). The thus determined situations mostlylak empirial grounding.Naess objets to this anthropoentri dominane in sustainability with his no-tion of `deep eology'. He states the following:The essene of deep eology is to ask deeper questions. The adje-tive `deep' stresses that we ask why and how, where others do not. Forinstane, eology as a siene does not ask what kind of a soiety wouldbe the best for maintaining a partiular eosystem; that is onsidereda question for value theory, for politis, for ethis. As long as eologistskeep narrowly to their siene, they do not ask suh questions. Whatwe need today is a tremendous expansion of eologial thinking in whatI all eosophy. Sophy omes from the Greek term sophia, 'wisdom',whih relates to ethis, norms, rules, and pratie. Eosophy, or deepeology, then, involves a shift from siene to wisdom. For example,we need to ask questions like: why do we think that eonomi growthand high levels of onsumption are so important? The onventionalanswer would be to point to the eonomi onsequenes of not having7



Chapter 1. Introdutioneonomi growth. But in deep eology, we ask whether the presentsoiety ful�ls basi human needs like love and seurity and aess tonature, and, in so doing, we question our soiety's underlying assump-tions. We ask whih soiety, whih eduation, whih form of religion isbene�ial for all life on the planet as a whole, and then we ask furtherwhat we need to do in order to make the neessary hanges. We arenot limited to a sienti� approah; we have an obligation to verbalisea total view. (Naess, 1973 as ited in MElroy, 2002a, p.3)The anthropoentri perspetive Naess (1986) observed in the sustainabilitydisussion still dominates the debate. However, the debate on sustainable deve-lopment is adopting new insights.In a VPRO (2004) doumentary, Rifkin (2006) addresses the adoption of new in-sights and a hange in thinking regarding sustainability. He elaborates on thehydrogen solution, foreasting an inrease in the use of hydrogen fuel ells andportraying the various appliations for this new energy arrier. More importantlyhowever, is the shift in the organisation of the delivery of energy Rifkin foresees.The arbon-based supply of energy involved a top-down organisation, with lead-ing roles for multinationals and governments. Beause of the mobile nature andsalability of hydrogen fuel ells, Rifkin expets the organisation of hydrogen fuelell-based energy supply to emerge bottom-up. He explains the latter as a situa-tion in whih eah individual on this earth is able to provide in his own need forenergy, and in whih energy surpluses are shared with others falling short. Thissituation Rifkin labels `Power to the People' (VPRO, 2004, min. 1:01:18-1:03:43).Similarly, but a�eting the entire sustainability debate, Faber et al. (2005)report a gradual shift from a top-down towards a bottom-up approah in sus-tainability thinking, in their exploration of the lak of onsensus regarding thesustainability onept (a lak that was notied, by among others, Meppem & Gill,1998; Phillis & Andriantiatsaholiniaina, 2001). Faber et al. (2005) take a systemtheoretial perspetive (Von Bertalan�y, 1950, 1951; Boulding, 1956) towards sus-tainability. They oneptualise sustainability as a system's attribute that indiatesthe existene of an inde�nite relationship between the system and its environment(see also Jorna, van Engelen, & Hadders, 2004; Jorna, 2006b). Using this systemtheoretial perspetive, they identify hanges in sustainability thinking onern-ing three aspets, namely the type of system sustainability is attributed to, thegoal orientation of sustainability, and the interation between the system and itsenvironment that is taken into aount. Faber et al.'s (2005) exploration indiatesthat sustainability thinking evolved in the last four deades. Initially, sustain-able development was oneptualised as a simple onept, for whih a top-downapproah was suitable. The urrent notion of sustainable development is that itonerns a omplex, dynami onept. In order to handle sustainable developmentas a omplex, dynami onept, the top-down approah needs to be omplimentedwith a bottom-up orientation (Faber et al., 2005) (see hapter 2 for a detaileddisussion on the shift in sustainability thinking).Conerning the bottom-up perspetive on sustainability, human behaviour andsoial organisation are identi�ed as entral topis (among others Jorna, 2006b).Jorna (2006b) asribes these topis a entral position, based on Naess's (1973) dis-8



1.1. Motivationtintion between `shallow' and `deep' eology. MElroy (2002a) extends this dis-tintion into the knowledge management domain. The priniple of `deep' eologyrefers to the interation between humans and their environment, emphasising thatboth need to be onsidered simultaneously regarding eology (Naess, 1986, p.13).On pollution, Naess exempli�es that the `shallow' approah results in tehnologi-al solutions for water and air puri�ation, and the export of polluting fatoriesand omplete industries to developing ountries (Naess, 1986, p.18). In ontrast,the `deep' approah would onsider \[p℄ollution from a biospheri point of view,not entering on its e�ets on human health, but on life as a whole, inludinglife onditions of every speies in the system" (Naess, 1986, p.18). Naess providesadditional examples onerning natural resoures, population, ultural diversity,land and sea, and eduation and siene (Naess, 1986, p.18-21).The mentioned shifts in sustainability thinking, have inuened the organisa-tional perspetive on the matter as well. MElroy (2002a) uses Naess's (1973)explanation of `deep' eology in his argument that `deep' eology requires an ex-tensive reonsideration of the deeper strutures of the ways in whih humans in-terat with their environment, and with eah other in their soial organisation. Hestarts his argument from the premise that \businesses are the dominant humaninstitution on earth, the inuene of whih is autely felt both by humans andnon-humans, alike" (MElroy, 2002b, p.5). From this premise, he ontinues byidentifying knowledge as the explanatory variable of individual and olletive hu-man behaviour. In order for organisations to be sustainable, MElroy argues thatindividuals omprising these organisations should use `good' knowledge to shapetheir behaviour, and avoid using `bad' knowledge (MElroy, 2002b, p.5). Thoughthis stane appears normative, it is not; what knowledge is good, and what isbad is not �xed a priori. Instead, MElroy emphasises the neessity for enquiryand asking questions that go beyond srathing the surfae of problems. MElroy(2002b) pitures suh enquiry that lays bare a problem's underlying fats of auseand e�et. Suh `deep' enquiry leads to understanding, and hene to knowledgeof sustainability-related problems. MElroy portrays knowledge management asthe governing proess in organisations that ensures `deep' enquiry taking plae(MElroy, 2002b, p.6). He emphasises that it is not sharing and distribution ofknowledge alone, whih he typi�es as �rst generation knowledge management, butespeially knowledge development, typi�ed as seond generation knowledge man-agement that realises the neessary type of enquiry (MElroy, 2002b, 2003, seealso hapter 2).In summary, sustainability is not a onern exlusively of modern soiety.Moreover it is a problem that has onfronted soieties of all enturies. Present so-iety however is onfronted with sustainability related problems at a muh largersale. A predominant anthropoentri and eologial orientation towards theseproblems prevails. Moreover, this predominane feeds the idea that the solutionto sustainability related problems is of a tehnologial nature. The role of humanbehaviour in problems of sustainability has been generally ignored. The ideas of`deep' eology and `deep' enquiry signify a di�erent perspetive on sustainabilityand related problems. Additionally, the bottom-up perspetive on sustainabilityappears to be a more fruitful approah. However, these notions are not sharedyet by everyone involved in the debate on sustainability. Also, a thorough under-9



Chapter 1. Introdutionstanding of this di�erent view on sustainability is absent.The aim of this thesis is twofold. Beause the ourse of the sustainability debateonly reently shifted, our �rst aim is to enhane the understanding of sustainabilityas a omplex, dynami onept, reognising individual and olletive human be-haviour as aspets of sustainability. Therefore, we explore the relationship betweenhuman behaviour and sustainability. Our seond aim is to investigate means thatan be used to inuene sustainability by inuening human behaviour. Speif-ially, we investigate the appliation of deision support systems. As a startingpoint, this researh takes a knowledge approah towards sustainability. We adoptthe notion that human behaviour is an expression of knowledge (MElroy, 2002b;Jorna, 2006b). From this angle, to hange human behaviour requires hanging hisknowledge. Additionally, a fous on knowledge requires the level of analysis ofthis researh to be at the level of the individual. In this researh, deision supportsystems are used to inform individuals regarding spei� topis with the inten-tion to hange their behaviour and eventually aiming to improve sustainability.The original top-down perspetive on sustainable development is omplementedwith a bottom-up approah, in whih humans and human behaviour take a entralposition.Sustainability and human behaviour, at both individual and olletive lev-els, are onsidered strongly interwoven (e.g. Daly, Cobb, & Cobb, 1990; MElroy,2002b; Jorna, 2006b). Moreover, human behaviour is seen as a strong determinantfor sustainability. In fat, human behaviour may even be a stronger determinantthan solutions that originate from the top-down approah on sustainability. Fromthe bottom-up perspetive, sustainability is inuened by altering the behaviour ofhumans, through altering their knowledge. Sustainability requires the replaementof `bad' knowledge that urrently shapes human's behaviours by `good' knowledge(MElroy, 2002b). The mehanism ensuring that good knowledge is used overbad, is identi�ed as knowledge management (MElroy, 2002b). Hereby, knowledgemanagement inludes more than enabling and enouraging the distribution anduse of knowledge. Suh narrow interpretation of knowledge management, whihMElroy (2003) labels as �rst generation knowledge management, passes over thenotion of sustainability as a omplex, dynami onept. This notion of sustainabi-lity ommands individuals to ontinually adapt, and hene to adopt new ways ofdoing things in a dynami environment. Suh ontinual adaptation of behaviourimplies that individuals alter their knowledge too, implying the development ofnew knowledge (as follows from MElroy, 2002b; Jorna, 2006b). It is seondgeneration knowledge management that extends �rst generation knowledge man-agement with knowledge prodution (MElroy, 2002b, 2003). From the notionthat seond generation knowledge management inludes both knowledge produ-tion and knowledge integration, MElroy (2003, p.48) equals seond generationknowledge management to innovation; a proess involving divergent thinking forknowledge prodution and onvergent thinking for knowledge integration (amongothers Buijs, 1987). Put even stronger, MElroy reognises the innovation proessas the proess to realise sustainability in the organisational ontext. This is em-phasised by labelling the pursuit of sustainability by means of seond generationknowledge management as sustainable innovation (MElroy, 2003; Jorna et al.,10



1.2. Theoretial bakground2004; Jorna, 2006b).To reah the aims of this researh, we require several building bloks. In the�rst plae, a lear notion of what the onept of sustainability is about is needed.Next, the role of human behaviour in relation to sustainability is to be �xated.One this role has been determined, the next step is to identify the position thatknowledge holds regarding human behaviour. These �rst three building bloksprovide a framework in whih the relations between sustainability, human be-haviour, and knowledge beome visible. The fourth building blok we pereive arethe mehanisms that underlie the relations between sustainability and human be-haviour and human behaviour and knowledge. We think that the identi�ation ofthese mehanisms will provide the footholds for interventions that aim to improvesustainability. Lastly, a voabulary is needed to reason about sustainability-relatedproblems and solutions to resolve them.The relation between human behaviour and sustainability, the role of know-ledge and knowledge management, and the proess of innovation form the theo-retial pillars of the researh reported in this dissertation. These pillars togetherform the foundation of the onept, we denote as sustainable innovation. In thenext setion, the three pillars are disussed in detail. In hapters 2 and 3, thesepillars are grounded in literature and a oneptual framework. In the next setion,we also provide an initial exploration of the onept of sustainable innovation.1.2 Theoretial bakgroundSeveral entral onepts have been identi�ed in the bottom-up approah of sus-tainability. From the bottom-up perspetive, human behaviour is reognised asan important determinant of sustainability. We build on Naess's (1986) notionof `deep' eology. His `deep' eology denotes the neessity of the identi�ationof real auses for sustainability-related problems. Additionally, Naess brings forththat human behaviour and the eologial onsequenes of this behaviour should beonsidered simultaneously. In order to oneptualise human behaviour in relationto its environment, a system theoretial approah (Von Bertalan�y, 1950, 1951;Boulding, 1956) is adopted (see also Jorna, 2006b).Knowledge is identi�ed as a deisive fator of human behaviour, whereby theironnetion follows from the notion that behaviour expresses knowledge (MEl-roy, 2002b; Jorna, 2006b). Although this statement desribes the link betweenknowledge and behaviour in essene, it only does so super�ially. Knowledge isexpressed in behaviour, only when it is proessed in a human's mind and subse-quently results in ation. In order to make the onnetion between knowledge andsustainability, a lear understanding is required of the notion of knowledge and theproesses of a human's mind in whih knowledge is proessed and leads to ation.Based on the identi�ed link between knowledge and human behaviour, weposited the notion that in order to improve sustainability, individuals need to a-quire new insights. We make the distintion between intervention and desription.Intervention onerns the ativity that hanges an objet; desription onerns thespei�ation of an objet. Before an intervention an take plae on an objet, anidea is needed of what the objet is all about, and how hanges of the objet anbe realised. For this, a desription of the objet is required. In other words, to11



Chapter 1. Introdutionhange an individual's knowledge, intervention is required, and also a desriptionof the individual and his knowledge. The distintion between intervention anddesription is used throughout this researh, and is disussed in more detail inhapter 4.Interventions at the level of knowledge proesses are onsidered ativities ofknowledge management. Consensus exists regarding the ativities of knowledgemanagement: a proess that detets and resolves problems that relate to know-ledge (Alvesson & K�arreman, 2001; Firestone, 2003; MElroy, 2003; Shreiber,Akkermans, Anjewierden, de Hoog, Shadbolt, Van de Velde, & Wielinga, 2000,and others). These ativities however, provide few footholds to relate knowledgemanagement to knowledge, human behaviour, and sustainability. Hene, the linksbetween knowledge management, knowledge, human behaviour, and sustainabi-lity need to be spei�ed in more detail. We illustrate the importane of knowledgemanagement in relation to sustainability. Subsequently, we apture the relationbetween knowledge management and sustainability in the onept of sustainableinnovation.Suessively, this setion overs the following topis. First, the relation be-tween sustainability and human behaviour from the bottom-up approah is on-solidated. Following Naess (1986), this relation is spei�ed using a system theo-retial approah. Seond, the roles that knowledge and knowledge managementplay in sustainability is deepened. Both knowledge and knowledge managementare developed further, and subsequently form the foundation of the onept ofsustainable innovation.1.2.1 A system's approah towards sustainabilityThe shift from a top-down to a bottom-up approah towards sustainability, identi-�ed in the previous setion, shows parallels with Naess's (1973) distintion between`shallow' and `deep' eology. He argues that shallow eology only touhes eologialproblems super�ially. Solutions to these problems are politial and ethial-laden2,and do not relate to real eologial problems. Deep eology onerns the analysis ofstrutures that underlie eologial problems and the determination of what ausesthese problems, in order to take adequate, empirially sound measures. Jorna(2006b) argues that deep eology alls for a dynami system theoretial approah,beause of the inrease in omplexity of the renewed view on the soial and natu-ral environment. A system theoretial approah helps to redue omplexity of theobjet of study and to reveal underlying struture. Additionally, it enables theintegration of multiple disiplines in a study (in 't Veld, 1975).In a quest during the 1950's for unity of siene, general system theory wassuggested as a solution (among others Von Bertalan�y, 1950, 1951; Boulding,1956). Although system theory did not deliver this promise, the system theoretialapproah is widely used (in 't Veld, 1975, p.7).The entral onept in system theory is system. The system onept is used todemarate what is and what is not involved in analysis (Von Bertalan�y, 1951).2Naess uses the term homo-entri, implying that all e�orts onerning the solutions of eolog-ial problems are \justi�ed in terms of their e�ets upon human health and well-being" (Naess,1986, p.13). He argues for a shift from this homo-entri to an eo-entri perspetive, wherebyempirial issues ditate the agenda. 12



1.2. Theoretial bakgroundIn other words, system theory provides a means to distinguish between relevantand irrelevant issues onerning a ertain objet of study. Additionally, not allsystem demarations are alike. Systems an be de�ned at di�erent levels of ag-gregation, implying di�erent levels of analysis (Boulding, 1956). Boulding (1956)reognises nine distint types of systems that are hierarhially arranged, basedon omplexity. In his system hierarhy, three transitions are identi�ed that areof importane regarding a bottom-up approah towards sustainability. The �rstonerns the transition from level three to four. This transition is the transitionfrom `not-life' (Boulding, 1956, p.203) to life. The seond transition exists betweenlevels six and seven, or from general biologial systems to knowledge proessingsystems, i.e. humans. The third and last transition that is onsidered importantin relation to sustainability, ours from level seven to eight. This transition de-notes the hange from the individual level to the levels of soial organisation andabove-human phenomena (Boulding, 1956, p.205), or the transition from the levelof knowledge proessing systems to the level of systems that are the outomesof these proesses. Boulding identi�es human's ability to \produe, absorb, andinterpret symbols" (Boulding, 1956, p.204) to distinguish humans from animals.The before-mentioned shift in the sustainability disussion from a top-down to-wards a bottom-up approah is easily explained using Boulding's (1956) hierarhy.Initially, the top-down approah of the sustainability disussion only onsideredsystems at levels one and two; the idea that the world onsists of level one andtwo systems ditated the sustainability disussion. Without onsidering a further�lling-in of more omplex systems, solutions have been devised at these levels withthe intention to ontrol those of a higher omplexity; interventions that lak anyempirial grounding regarding the pereption of human behaviour. In ontrast, thebottom-up approah searhes empirial grounding regarding human behaviour andtherefore also takes the higher system levels into onsideration. Even stronger, thehigher system levels form the starting point of the bottom-up approah, therebyalso inorporating systems that reside at lower levels of Boulding's (1956) hierar-hy.Similar to Naess's (1986) disussion on eology, a bottom-up orientation to-wards sustainability requires a thorough understanding of the deeper issues thatunderlie eologial and soial problems. Therefore, a system theoretial perspe-tive is adopted in this researh. Hereby, we use Faber et al.'s (2005) earlier-mentioned oneptualisation of sustainability. Namely, sustainability is an at-tribute of a system, indiating a relationship between the system and its environ-ment that exists inde�nitely. This means that the system is able to keep itself inexistene inde�nitely in its environment. Additionally, we adopt the notion thatsustainability an be asribed to various types of systems, reahing from onrete(Boulding's (1956) system levels one through seven) to abstrat (Boulding's (1956)system levels eight and nine).Furthermore, sustainability is not onsidered to denote a Utopian situation ofabsolute balane between a system and its environment. Instead, sustainabilityis treated as a relative measure (see Faber et al., 2005). Sustainability-relatedproblems are identi�ed and resolved in a pieemeal fashion. An example of thisrelative approah omes from MElroy (2006).In an attempt to quantify sustainability, MElroy (2006) introdues his `so-13



Chapter 1. Introdutionial footprint', as an analogy to the `eologial footprint'. The soial footprintis a system for measuring and reporting an organisation's impat on people andsoiety. The olletion of people and soiety, as well as several natural systemsthat humans use for food, health, and living environment, are referred to as an-thro apital (MElroy, 2006, p.6). Note that the omposition of anthro apitalis ompletely determined by humans. Anthro apital forms a resoure base thatprovides the resoures to individuals to realise ertain objetives. Starting from anorganisation's ativities, the soial footprint makes the impats of these ativitieson anthro apital visible in a quantitative fashion. The soial footprint is the ratiobetween what is required from anthro apital and what the anthro apital atuallyo�ers.An example of the soial footprint is reeiving an eduation, the resoures be-ing eduational institutions and their teahers. The soial footprint expresses theratio between the need for suh apital and the atual amount of resoures thatis delivered by the apital. MElroy (2006) provides an example of providing pri-mary eduation for a ertain ommunity. The ommunity's need for instane is$10,000,000 a year, whereas the atual spending only is $8,000,000 a year (i.e. theanthro apital only an provide eduational servies up to $8,000,000 a year). Theratio ($8; 000; 000=$10; 000; 000= :8) is less than 1, whih indiates an unsustain-able situation. A ratio that is less than 1 indiates that more of anthro apital isrequired, than it provides. Instead of expressing the provided and needed resouresof a apital in dollars, other units of measurement an be used as well.In reality, the provided and required resoures of a apital onstantly hangeover time. For instane, the spendings on eduation in the example above aninrease or derease in the next year. The ratio between provided and requiredresoures remains an indiation for a sustainable or unsustainable situation. There-fore, MElroy's (2006) onept of the soial footprint is onsidered an illustrationof the relative stane on sustainability. The key idea behind the relative approahis that not a blue print of a system's ultimate future situation is used to speify ri-teria of sustainability. Regarding the example, no ultimate spendings on eduationa year is spei�ed. Instead, urrently existing problems regarding the soial andeologial aspets of sustainability are resolved. Using the ratio between atualspendings on eduation and required spendings, the sustainability of the urrentsituation is determined. Based on the ratio, measures to ensure that the ratiobeomes larger than 1 an be taken. In this fashion, the relative approah resultsin a gradual improvement of a system's sustainability, taking existing systems asstarting points.Finally, in our system theoretial approah on sustainability, both system andenvironment are not onsidered stati, but are assumed to hange over time regard-ing their struture and ompounding parts. This dynami view is best understoodusing an example. For instane, onsider a ompany that strives for sustainability.Over time, the environment of the organisation hanges, whih impats the organ-isation's struture and ompounding parts. For instane, a hange in the marketmight result in reorganisations whereby employees are moved to other positionsin the organisation. Alternatively, employees are hired or �red. For the organi-sation to be sustainable, i.e. to have an inde�nitely existing relationship with itsenvironment, �rst it has to respond to external hanges in the environment, and14



1.2. Theoretial bakgroundseond the internal fators that are taken into aount for its sustainability haveto be updated ontinuously.Considering both system and environment to be dynami, aligns with the ear-lier notion that sustainability is a dynami, omplex onept. Beause dynamisare inorporated into our view on sustainability, also hange is inorporated. Morepreisely, a system needs to adapt and hange in order to respond to its dynamienvironment. MElroy (2003) uses the onept of Complex Adaptive Systems3to signify the ability of a system, onsisting of humans and striving for sustaina-bility, to hange and adapt to its environment. In ombination, the adoption ofthe relative approah towards sustainability, and the reognition of system andenvironment to be dynami, we argue that sustainability no longer denotes a goalsituation. Sustainability instead labels the proess of ontinuous improvement of asystem's balane with its environment. The original orientation on a spei� goalregarding sustainability, has gradually been replaed by a proess-orientation onthe onept: a reorientation requiring ontinuous adaptation of human behaviour,and thus requiring a ontinuous development of knowledge.In addition to an inrease in omplexity, deep eology does not refer to humanor his environment separately (see Naess, 1986; Jorna, 2006b). Moreover, Naess(1986) argues that deep eology should onsider both human and environment si-multaneously. This view is inorporated in our approah towards sustainability aswell. The inorporation of human behaviour and the environment in our approahon sustainability is embodied in the onept of arti�ial system.In the preeding, the system theoretial perspetive on sustainability was en-haned, by speifying the position of the bottom-up approah in omparison witha top-down orientation on sustainability. Initially, we argued that a bottom-upapproah of sustainability follows the adoption of the notion of sustainability asa omplex, dynami onept. The bottom-up orientation towards sustainabilitystarts from individual and olletive human behaviours and identi�es these asthe auses of sustainability-related problems. Central to this proposition is thatsustainability essentially onerns the interation of individuals with their envi-ronment. Therefore, the bottom-up orientation towards sustainability fouses onhuman behaviour (individually and soially) and on inuening this behaviour.From a system theoretial perspetive, the bottom-up orientation towards sus-tainability inorporates systems that reside at levels seven and eight of Boulding's(1956) hierarhy. In other words, individual and olletive human behavioursonern systems with a high omplexity, whih have the tendeny to hange on-tinually over time. However, individual and olletive human systems only arepart of the sustainability onept. Individual and olletive human systems needto be onsidered in relation to the environment with whih they interat (Naess,1986), i.e. an environment that onsists of other systems oupying any level onBoulding's (1956) system hierarhy. Formulated di�erently, individual and olle-tive human systems need to be onsidered in relation to the systems with whihthey interat, and from whih they expet ertain funtions to be performed. Thislatter notion is aptured in the onept of arti�ial system, explained below.We argue that sustainability spei�ally onerns arti�ial or human-onstruted3The Complex Adaptive Systems onept originates from Holland (1975, 1995).15



Chapter 1. Introdutionsystems. These systems are generally desribed in terms of funtion, objetive,and adaptation, and are able to imitate natural systems without being naturalthemselves (Simon, 1969). Simon (1969) de�ned an artefat as the boundarybetween an internal and external environment. His onept of artefat refers toany onstrut that is human made, taking many di�erent forms.In addition to Simon's (1969) de�nition of arti�ial systems, we also reognisehuman involvement in the design and funtioning of the system to be of impor-tane. Hene, we de�ne an arti�ial system as any system that is a result of humanthinking and in its funtioning depends on humans.In ontrast to arti�ial systems, biologial systems are onsidered inherentlysustainable, beause when the balane between a biologial system and its envi-ronment is disturbed, these systems behave in suh a manner that the balaneis restored. Unless expliitly programmed, arti�ial systems lak suh balane-restoring apabilities, whih may ause them to stay in a non-sustainable situationuntil they ollapse.To explain what is meant with the balane-restoring apabilities of biologialsystems, we onsider the biologial notion of eosystem4. An eosystem onsists ofliving organisms and their environment, inluding roks, sand and water. A foodweb funtionally onnets all living organisms within an eosystem. Produerstransform non-living material into organi material. Primary onsumers eat pro-duers. They are subsequently eaten by seondary onsumers. Reduers transformdead organi material into non-living material and so the yle of the eosystemis losed. The relationships between predators and prey within an eosystem aredesribed by mathematial equations of Volterra (1959)5. These equations indi-ate that over-onsumption by one speies within an eosystem a�ets the wholefood hain, and therefore the existene of the speies.Arti�ial systems di�er from biologial systems not only regarding the notionthat arti�ial systems are human-made and biologial systems not, but also regard-ing omplexity, reahing from very simple to very omplex, i.e. they are formulatedat all nine levels of Boulding's (1956) hierarhy. Simple arti�ial systems have asimple struture, whih makes their behaviour preditable. In ontrast, omplexarti�ial systems behave unpreditably. For example, a ar as a transportationunit is a reasonably simple arti�ial system with preditable behaviour. A soi-ety in whih all individuals over eighteen years of age drive a ar is of a di�erentomplexity. In the latter ase, the simple units make an extremely omplex traÆsystem. Espeially when issues as greenhouse e�ets, air pollution, diminishing oilsupplies or traÆ problems ome into play, the inrease in omplexity ompliatesthe possibility to estimate how suh a system will develop.Natural systems, of whih biologial systems are a subset, limit our possibilities4The term `balane' as we use it in relation to biologial phenomena, is the opposite ofthe term `equilibrium' from the �eld of physis. In physis, following from the seond law ofthermodynamis, equilibrium denotes a state of highest entropy; i.e. a state of lowest oherenebetween partiles in a ertain environment. In ontrast, balane refers to a state of a biologialsystem that is suh that the integrity of the system is safeguarded; i.e. existing strutures andproesses are kept in existene. In terms of entropy, balane equals low entropy.5Parallel to Volterra, Lotka who was an Amerian biologist, drew similar models desribingrelations between predator and prey. Therefore, these models are referred to as Lotka-Volterramodels. 16



1.2. Theoretial bakgroundto onstrut arti�ial systems. Their soures provide us with the raw materialsused for building arti�ial systems and the energy that makes these arti�ial sys-tems funtion. Renewable soures provide us with an unlimited supply of rawmaterials and energy. In ontrast, non-renewable soures only provide us with rawmaterials or energy for a limited amount of time. Natural systems' drains absorbthe waste our arti�ial systems generate. Sustainability onerns the yle fromsoure, through arti�ial system, to drain6.Sustainability is an important topi in relation to arti�ial systems, beausethe yle that is part of an arti�ial system is often left out of onsideration. Theneglet of aspets of sustainability espeially onerns omplex arti�ial or soialsystems, largely beause these systems annot easily be designed. Soial systemsoften autonomously develop in a diretion that mostly is unknown beforehand.However, beause knowledge determines individual behaviour and beause soialsystems onsist of individuals, knowledge is thought to inuene a soial system'ssustainability. In the next setion, we explore this role of knowledge further.1.2.2 Knowledge and knowledge managementKnowledgeIn previous setions, knowledge already is identi�ed as a deisive fator in indi-vidual and olletive human behaviour in relation to sustainability. Regardingknowledge, this researh has a knowledge engineering perspetive (e.g. Holsapple& Whinston, 1996; Newell, 1982; Russell & Norvig, 2003; Shreiber et al., 2000;Turban & Aronson, 2001). From this perspetive, knowledge is de�ned as a ol-letion of knowledge elements (based on the notion of knowledge assets by amongothers Boisot, 1999; Shreiber et al., 2000). A knowledge element is a meaningfulmental representation residing in an intelligent ator's mind, i.e. a human's mind(see also Newell & Simon, 1972; Newell, 1982). Knowledge elements are treatedas primitives that annot be deomposed further.The idea that knowledge is an important fator in relation to sustainabilityis not shared by many. Knowledge often is asribed a subordinate role withinthe soial aspet of sustainability (see also hapter 2). Authors suh as MElroy(2002b) and Jorna (2006b) expliitly make the link between knowledge and sus-tainability. They state that human behaviour is the expression of knowledge, andonsequently they portray a strong link between human behaviour and sustaina-bility. Underlying the notion that behaviour expresses knowledge is the idea thathuman individuals are information proessing systems, and therefore exlusivelyare arriers of knowledge (following e.g. Newell & Simon, 1972; Jorna, 1990). Therelationship between knowledge and individual behaviour is explained further bytypifying human behaviour as problem-solving behaviour, in whih knowledge isapplied. Colletive human behaviour onerns behaviour of soial systems, i.e. sys-tems that onsists of two or more human individuals. The behaviour of the soialsystem in this regard, depends on the aggregate behaviour of the ompoundingindividuals. Beause individuals exlusively are identi�ed as arriers of knowledge,the link between knowledge and olletive human behaviour is onsidered indiret.6In literature on sustainability, additional to the term drain, also the term sink is used toidentify natural systems that absorb waste from arti�ial systems.17



Chapter 1. IntrodutionAs indiated before, individual behaviour is explained as problem-solving be-haviour. The terms deision-making and problem-solving are often used inter-hangeably, to denote human ognitive ativity (Wilson & Keil, 1999; Van Wezel,Jorna, & Meystel, 2006). Wilson and Keil de�ne deision-making as \the proessof hoosing a preferred option or ourse of ation from among a set of alternatives"(Wilson & Keil, 1999, p.220). Problem solving is explained as the transformationof an enountered state of a�airs into a situation that is desired.Human problem-solving an be seen as a proess of the exploration of new as-pets of an enountered problem, and exploiting known issues to devise a solution.Simon (1977) explained the problem-solving proess in terms of the three phases ofintelligene, design, and hoie7. In the intelligene phase, an individual exploresthe problem, and determines relevant issues. The individual onstruts a mentalmodel (a representation of the problem in the brain) of the pereived problem.This mental model is generally referred to as the problem spae. In this problemspae, the individual represents both problem and solution. The problem spaeis onstruted through the breaking up of the grand problem into smaller piees,i.e. sub-problems. Subsequently, the individual formulates one or more possiblesolutions to the reognised (sub-)problems that are spei�ed in the problem spae.Eventually, a total solution is formed in the phase of hoie. In this �nal phase ofproblem-solving, the di�erent partial solutions are evaluated against the riteriathat belong to the target state. Partial solutions that best meet these riteria areseleted to solve the problem. The seleted partial solutions are ombined into theomplete solution to the problem.
Intelligence

Design

ChoiceFigure 1.1: Simon's (1977) model of human deision-makingThe three phases of problem-solving do not follow linearly upon eah other asneatly as might be onluded from the desription above, and whih is illustratedby the feedbak-lines in �gure 1.1. To overome the apparent linearity, Simon(1977) stipulated the problem-solving proess to be iterative. He pointed outthat eah phase of the problem-solving proess must be seen as a problem-solvingproess in itself. That is the phases of intelligene, design, and hoie may again7Simon (1977) used the three phases of intelligene, design, and hoie to oneptualise theproess of deision-making (see �gure 1.1). Additionally, he remarked that deision-making oftenis linked exlusively to the hoie phase. The phases of intelligene, design, and hoie, Simonadopted from Dewey's (1910) original oneptualisation of the human problem-solving proess.Therefore, we argue that our use of Simon's (1977) phases of deision-making to denote theproblem-solving proess is legit. More on the distintion between deision-making and problem-solving an be found in Van Wezel et al. (2006).18



1.2. Theoretial bakgroundbe subdivided into the phases intelligene, design, and hoie. In this fashion, theproblem-solving proess beomes a yli proess that is multidimensional.In the ontext of sustainability as a omplex, dynami onept, individualsontributing to sustainability require to alter their behaviour ontinually (Faberet al., 2005; Meppem & Gill, 1998). In other words, they often need to exeriseproblem-solving ativities. Exerising suh ativities enables these individuals toreate new knowledge of their hanged environment that helps them solve newproblems they enounter. For a soial system to show sustainable behaviour, itsaggregate behaviour should be sustainable. The latter implies that eah individualthat is part of the soial system needs knowledge on how to ontribute to thesustainability of the soial system. Every hange in the internal and externalenvironment of the soial system a�ets the individuals within. They need toadapt to these hanges in order to maintain the balane between themselves andtheir environment and the soial system and its environment. In other words, theseindividuals need to reate knowledge of, or learn, how to behave in a sustainablefashion8.The phenomenon of a soial system hanging its behaviour is labelled inno-vation (West & Farr, 1990). From a knowledge proessing perspetive, innova-tion roughly follows a pattern that is similar to the human problem-solving pro-ess. Also, innovation is a proess of alternating between divergent and onvergentthinking (Buijs, 1987; Nystr�om, 1979). Buijs (1987) expresses the notion of al-ternating between divergent and onvergent thinking regarding innovation in hislozenge-model. He reognises innovation to onsist of four stages: (i) setting theourse, (ii) determining the objetive, (iii) development, and (iv) implementation.Briey, setting the ourse onerns the plotting of an innovation diretion, om-bining an organisation's external opportunities and internal strengths. Setting theobjetive equals hoosing a spei� produt-market ombination, whih the inno-vation targets. During development, designs are made for the targeted produtand prodution proess, and plans are made of how to approah the pereivedmarket. Finally, the design is onstruted in the implementation stage. Duringthe four stages of innovation, involved individuals diverge their thinking in order tosearh for new possibilities, and onverge to ombine their �ndings into a solutionthat advanes the innovation. In other words, individuals engaged in innovationativities show problem-solving behaviours, in the divergent phase onstruting aproblem spae, in whih they develop knowledge along the way. During the on-vergent phase, they use this developed knowledge to formulate solutions for theseproblems in the onstruted problem spae. The development of knowledge duringdivergene is labelled knowledge development. The use of knowledge during theonvergene phase we label knowledge integration. These proesses of knowledgedevelopment and knowledge integration are proesses that knowledge managementaims to failitate. Next, we disuss the role of knowledge management.8Regarding learning, we adopt Hilgard and Bower's de�nition of learning: \[l℄earning refers tothe hange in a subjet's behavior to a given situation brought about by his reported experienesin that situation, provided that the behavior hange annot be explained on the basis of nativeresponse tendenies, or temporary state of the subjet (e.g. fatigue, drugs, etetera)" (Hilgard& Bower, 1975, p.17). In hapter 3, the relation between learning and knowledge is explained inmore detail. 19



Chapter 1. IntrodutionKnowledge managementKnowledge management is the proess that detets and resolves problems thatrelate to knowledge (Alvesson & K�arreman, 2001; Firestone, 2003; MElroy, 2003,and others). As indiated before, onsensus exists regarding this role of knowledgemanagement. However, MElroy (2003) argues that this is where onsensus in theknowledge management �eld stops. He indiates that various views exist within theknowledge management �eld, stemming from di�erent bakgrounds, and bringingforth di�erent solutions for knowledge-related problems.Knowledge management developed from the �elds of organisational learning(Sarborough & Swan, 2001) and information and ommuniation tehnology(MElroy, 2003). Early knowledge management's main fous was \getting theright information to the right people at the right time" (MElroy, 2003, p.5). Cod-i�ation and apturing in addition to the dispersion of knowledge were key issues.The deision on what is `right' and what is `wrong ' information have been arbi-trarily made. One a piee of information was attributed as being of the right sort,it was ommuniated to the `right' individuals, who were required to implementthe information in their behaviours. The fous of early knowledge management onodi�ation, apturing, and distribution, logially explains a strong orientation oninformation and ommuniation tehnologial solutions. Large information sys-tems have been reated to store odi�ed information and make this informationaessible to the right individuals. Furthermore, early deision support systems�t into this early fous of knowledge management. MElroy (2003) labels theknowledge management ativities of apturing, odi�ation, and distribution asknowledge integration. Additionally, he denotes the early knowledge managementinitiatives that adopted this knowledge integration perspetive as �rst generationknowledge management (MElroy, 2003, p.5).In ontrast to �rst generation knowledge management, seond generation know-ledge management also onsiders the development of new knowledge as an im-portant issue on whih knowledge management ativities should fous (MElroy,2003). However, the distintion between �rst and seond generation knowledgemanagement onerns more than the adoption of knowledge development. Firstand seond generation knowledge management also di�er regarding their perep-tion of the intervention possibilities of knowledge management. Underlying theabove desription of �rst generation knowledge management is the assumptionthat knowledge an be handled as a resoure diretly. In ontrast, knowledge pro-essing apabilities of humans hold a entral position in seond generation know-ledge management. Seond generation knowledge management entres around thenotion that knowledge is the produt of knowledge proesses that take plae inhuman minds. In other words, in order for knowledge to be altered, interventionsneed to take plae at the level of knowledge proesses that generate and handleknowledge. Seond generation knowledge management onsiders interventions totake plae at the level of knowledge proesses. In this regard, seond genera-tion knowledge management interventions aim to boost the knowledge proessingapabilities of individuals (see for example MElroy's (2003, p.92-122) Poliy Syn-hronisation Method).A similar line of reasoning is expressed by Jorna (2001), who disusses theonstrution of STUDAS, a deision support system that supports students in20



1.2. Theoretial bakgrounddeiding on a study of higher eduation. Instead of onentrating on the math-ematial model that alulates the optimum hoie for a student, the STUDASappliation presents the student a view on the domain in whih he hooses; theSTUDAS appliation onentrates on Simon's (1977) intelligene phase instead ofthe phase of hoie (Jorna, 2001). The onentration on the intelligene phase fol-lows from the notion that the majority of students is unfamiliar with the problemspae of study seletion. Therefore, from the start, student harateristis havebeen inorporated in the onstrution of the STUDAS appliation, thus taking abottom-up approah towards design and implementation. From the STUDAS ex-ample, we onlude that deision support systems, although originally developedfrom the �rst generation knowledge management perspetive, �t seond generationknowledge management as well (see hapter 3 for a more detailed disussion).The distintion between �rst and seond generation knowledge management paral-lels with the top-down and bottom-up orientations on sustainability. The rationalunderlying �rst and seond generation knowledge management, prinipally on-erns the di�erene between a top-down and bottom-up orientation on knowledgemanagement. First generation knowledge management onentrates on the issuesof \getting the right information to the right people at the right time" (MElroy,2003, p.5). The idea prevails that it needs to be presribed what individuals shouldknow and do. Additionally, rightness and wrongness of information is arbitrarilydetermined. Seond generation knowledge management starts from the inherentapability of individuals to adapt and learn, whereby they exerise problem-solvingativities and inherently generate the knowledge they require.As indiated before in setion 1.2.1, the bottom-up orientation on sustainabi-lity turns sustainability into a omplex, dynami onept, assigning key roles tohange and adaptation of human behaviour (see also setion 1.2.1). In relationto knowledge management, this bottom-up orientation of sustainability demandsan aligned knowledge management approah. Regarding the relation betweenknowledge management and sustainability, MElroy emphasises the neessity forenquiry and asking questions that go beyond srathing the surfae of problems,building on Naess, 1973, 1986. He pitures suh enquiry that lays bare a problem'sunderlying fats of ause and e�et. Suh `deep' enquiry leads to understanding,and hene to knowledge of sustainability-related problems. Seond generationknowledge management, MElroy portrays as the governing proess that ensures`deep' enquiry taking plae (MElroy, 2002b, p.6).In assigning the responsibility of `deep' enquiry to seond generation know-ledge management, MElroy builds on Popper's (1959) falsi�ationism (Firestone,2003). Falsi�ationism embodies the priniple that knowledge an only be falsi-�ed, not validated nor on�rmed (Firestone, 2003, p.228). Existing knowledge isnot taken for granted, but subjeted to doubt and ontinually tested for its ap-pliability and appropriateness. The e�et of falsi�ationism is the developmentof additional knowledge regarding this existing knowledge, either expanding ordelimiting its general appropriateness and appliability. Falsi�ationism is seen asa neessary ondition for the sifting of `good' from `bad' knowledge that standsentral in `deep' enquiry. MElroy (2002b) and Firestone (2003) argue that seondgeneration knowledge management, inorporating the priniple of falsi�ationism,21



Chapter 1. Introdutionembeds `deep' enquiry in the organisational ontext. Through its inorporationof knowledge development, seond generation knowledge management enables andontinually triggers humans to extend and question their knowledge. Seond gen-eration knowledge management leads organisations onto an adventurous path,where deisions are made depending on knowledge that is developed along theway. Hene, seond generation knowledge management plaes an organisation ona trak of ontinues innovation. The relation between seond generation know-ledge management and sustainability is inorporated in the onept of sustainableinnovation (MElroy, 2003, p.125-168).In onlusion, knowledge management, if organised adequately has the poten-tial to failitate knowledge integration and knowledge development. FollowingMElroy's (2002b) reasoning, seond generation knowledge management has thepotential to failitate both knowledge integration and development. His notion ofseond generation knowledge management is equipped with the required instru-ments that triggers humans to ritially evaluate the knowledge that underliestheir behaviours. This ritial evaluation is assumed to let humans abandon un-sustainable and adopt and implement sustainable behaviour (MElroy, 2002b). Ifhumans olletively are able to improve the sustainability of their behaviour, theyare onsidered to pratise sustainable innovation.1.2.3 Sustainable innovationSustainable innovation is understood as olletive problem-solving behaviour, in-volving a olletive onsisting of multiple individuals who aim to detet and resolvesustainability-related problems. Earlier, we identi�ed knowledge to be the lead-ing fator in problem-solving ativities of individuals. Consequently, knowledge isasribed a deisive role in relation to sustainability. Two mehanisms are distin-guished that shape the relation between knowledge and sustainability: the inor-poration of knowledge in problem-solving on the one hand (onvergene) in designand hoie, and the ontinual development of new knowledge on the other hand(divergene) during the intelligene phase. This distintion follows the distintionMElroy (2003) makes between �rst and seond generation knowledge manage-ment. In what follows, we elaborate on this distintion between the appliationand the development of knowledge.The bottom-up orientation that is adopted in the sustainability disussion, in-reased the omplexity of the sustainability onept. In its urrent situation, arelative goal-orientation is adopted, taking dynamis of arti�ial system and en-vironment into aount. From a knowledge perspetive, this inreased omplexitydemands individuals to possess and reate knowledge regarding an arti�ial sys-tem in order to make it funtion in a sustainable fashion. Knowledge regarding anarti�ial system's sustainability is labelled \knowledge of sustainability" (see alsoJorna et al., 2004).Additionally, the inreased omplexity of the sustainability onept requiresindividuals to develop knowledge ontinually as time progresses, and abandon oldustoms that stand in the way of sustainability; in other words they need to learn(Jorna et al., 2004; Jorna, 2006b; MElroy, 2003). In the ontext of sustainability,two aspets are identi�ed regarding learning: learning within the arti�ial system22



1.2. Theoretial bakground(requiring onvergent thinking) and learning from the arti�ial system's ontext(requiring divergent thinking).First, an arti�ial system generally depends on a olletive of individuals on-erning its funtioning. This dependeny of arti�ial system and individuals existsregarding one spei� point in time, and regarding di�erent points in time. In theformer ase, the funtioning of di�erent parts of an arti�ial system (aspet- orsub-systems (in 't Veld, 1975)) depend on di�erent individuals; in the latter ase,the funtioning of di�erent stages of an arti�ial system (phase-systems (in 't Veld,1975)) depend on di�erent individuals. Combinations of these two forms of de-pendenies exist. In order to overome loal optimisation towards sustainability- sustainability regarding only one part or stage of an arti�ial system - involvedindividuals need to learn from eah other to ensure sustainability onerning thearti�ial system as a whole. That is, interventions within one part of the arti�ialsystem improve the sustainability of that partiular part, whereas the sustaina-bility of other parts may remain onstant or deteriorates. In other words, theolletive of individuals need to display oherent behaviour, aimed at safeguardingthe sustainability of the arti�ial system they operate. For this, the various indi-viduals within the olletive need to oordinate their ativities and require someform of mutual understanding of the arti�ial system, the fators that determineits sustainability, the role they play themselves, and the roles of the other individ-uals in the olletive play. Convergene of thinking towards oherent behaviour inthe olletive is neessary.Seond, beause both an arti�ial system and its environment are subjet tohange, and the goal that is pursued from a sustainability perspetive is onstantlyaltered, any olletive of individuals on whom the arti�ial system's funtioningdepends needs to develop knowledge ontinually in order to ensure sustainability.A di�erent onstellation of the arti�ial system or its environment an be suhthat new states of the arti�ial system are enabled or previous states are disabled.For example, hanging goals requires individuals to re-evaluate their knowledge inorder to overome problems that stand in the way to reah these goals. Knowledgethat enabled a olletive of individuals to resolve problems to ahieve a ertain goalbefore, may have beome obsolete regarding the new goal. Therefore, the olletiveneeds to develop new knowledge that is synhronised with the new goal. For this,individuals in the olletive need to explore the new situation, thereby adoptingpatterns of divergent thinking.Both aspets of learning within the soial system and learning from the en-vironment mentioned above stand entral in our empirial ases of AVEBE (seehapter 5) and Optihem Infonet (see hapter 6). Both ases onern olletivesof individuals that as a whole need to o-operate to inrease the sustainability ofrespetively the starh potato growth and paper industry. As AVEBE is a o-operative, i.e. an organisation that aims to olletively ahieve ertain objetivesthrough o-operation, ahieving sustainability should not be a problem. However,loal optimisations exist; knowledge is shared only between ertain groups of farm-ers, and only a small group aquires new knowledge from for example sienti�researh in agriulture. Additionally, the termination of subsidies hallenges theo-operative, and requires farmers to adopt new ways of farming. New know-ledge to realise these new ways of farming takes plae. However, this knowledge23



Chapter 1. Introdutionis adopted by farms and farmers insuÆiently. Similarly, the paper industry on-sists of various organisations, unable to ommuniate with and learn from eahother, and therefore unable to improve the sustainability of the paper industry asa whole. Besides, legislative hanges regarding the use of hemial substanes areimminent. Knowledge regarding hemials needs to be developed for the paperindustry to meet the new demands.The priniple that individuals, who determine an arti�ial system's funtion-ing, need to learn both from the inside as well as from outside of the arti�ialsystem is labelled \sustainability of knowledge" (see also Jorna et al., 2004; Jorna,2006b). Sustainability of knowledge displays behaviour that is similar to Buijs's(1987) notion of innovation: a onstant alternation between divergent and onver-gent thinking. Divergene ours whilst exploring new situations, involving theonstrution and expansion of problem spaes representing these new situations.Consequently, onvergene follows upon the exploration, de�ning solutions, and�xating behaviours towards a determined objetive.Pereiving sustainability of knowledge as a ontinuous alternation between di-vergent and onvergent thinking, developing and applying knowledge of sustain-ability along the way, prinipally onerns a proess perspetive on sustainableinnovation. Aligned with the relative goal-orientation that is adopted in the sus-tainability disussion, sustainable innovation does not fous solely on bringingforth spei� produts, or knowledge of sustainability, but also fouses on the pro-esses that develop and integrate knowledge of sustainability in the behaviour ofhumans.Above, we addressed the position of knowledge regarding sustainability, and iden-ti�ed the importane of knowledge within the onept of sustainability. From ourdisussion, two key onepts express the relationship between knowledge and sus-tainability. Knowledge of sustainability identi�es the knowledge an individual or asoial system needs in order to improve a ertain arti�ial system's sustainability.Knowledge of sustainability diretly drives individuals' analysis and ations thatimprove the arti�ial system's sustainability. Sustainability of knowledge iden-ti�es the neessity of individuals to learn, in order to antiipate to hanges inan arti�ial system and its environment and hanges onerning the goal that isidenti�ed to improve the system's sustainability. Sustainability of knowledge doesnot diretly drive individuals' ations onerning the improvement of an arti�-ial system's sustainability. Instead, sustainability of knowledge ensures that theindividual adapts to hanging irumstanes regarding both the arti�ial systemand its environment. Together, knowledge of sustainability and sustainability ofknowledge omprise the sustainable innovation onept.The above irumsription of sustainable innovation embodies the new ourseof the sustainability disussion. As stated earlier, sustainability gradually is on-eptualised as a omplex, dynami onept. We illustrated that this new ourse ofsustainability heavily depends on adaptation. Knowledge is asribed a entral rolein this adaptation. On the one hand, knowledge of sustainability ensures urrentbehaviour to ontribute to the resolution of sustainability-related problems. Onthe other hand, sustainability of knowledge aligns with the dynami harater ofsustainability's new ourse: the ontinual development of new knowledge that, if24



1.3. Researh questionsused, ontributes to sustainability.1.3 Researh questionsThe issue of sustainable innovation, a onept that renders sustainability as aomplex, dynami onept, holds a entral position in this thesis: sustainableinnovation denotes the adaptation of a olletive of individuals to hanges of theirown soial system and the environment in whih they exist. In the previoussetion, the issues of knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledgewere identi�ed to omprise sustainable innovation. Knowledge of sustainabilityis linked to knowledge ontent as the determinant of human behaviour, whereassustainability of knowledge denotes learning.Following Naess's (1986) notion of `deep' eology and MElroy's (2002b) on-ept of `deep' knowledge management, the distintion between knowledge of sus-tainability and sustainability of knowledge beomes less apparent than we sug-gested in our reasoning above. Both Naess and MElroy emphasise the role of`deep' enquiry. In relation to the onepts of knowledge of sustainability and sus-tainability of knowledge, we argue that the notion of `deep' enquiry refers to asituation in whih sustainability is made an integral part of human behaviour. Inother words, knowledge of sustainability is made an integral part of sustainabilityof knowledge. Every ation an individual or a olletive of individuals exeutesinherently implies a thorough reonsideration of the knowledge that is used in theation.MElroy (2002b) addresses the issue of embedding sustainability of knowledgein knowledge of sustainability in relation to the organisational ontext. He em-phasises the rigidity of separating sustainability of knowledge and knowledge ofsustainability. Currently, sustainability of knowledge, or ontinuous knowledgeprodution, exlusively is an ativity of an organisation's researh and develop-ment departments (MElroy, 2003, p.125-132). The remainder of the organisationfouses on operational issues, or the appliation of knowledge9; knowledge of whihMElroy is unertain whether it is ritiised in aordane with the notion of `deep'enquiry.In order to enhane our understanding of sustainability as a omplex, dynamionept, the role of knowledge in sustainable innovation is explored in more detail.Namely, knowledge is reognised as determinant of human behaviour. Knowledgeof sustainability is thought to ensure human behaviour to be sustainable. Similarly,sustainability of knowledge ontributes to the dynami aspet of sustainability, en-suring that humans persist in learning. Sustainable innovation requires that bothknowledge of sustainability exists and is developed further through sustainabilityof knowledge. Therefore, this researh fouses on the integration of sustainabilityof knowledge and knowledge of sustainability, or in other words the realisation ofsustainable innovation. The main researh question is the following:9MElroy traes suh situations bak to Frederik Taylor's Sienti� Management, who ad-voated a separation of those who know and those who do in the organisational ontext; aseparation of mind and body in the organisational ontext (see MElroy, 2002b, xxiii-xxiv).25



Chapter 1. IntrodutionMain question: what onditions need to be met for knowledge ofsustainability to beome sustainability of knowledge?From the above-spei�ed main researh question, we dedue several sub-questionsthat need to be answered in this researh, in order to provide an answer to ourmain question. We distinguish four sub-questions. These are disussed in moredetail in the following.Question 1: what interdependenies between sustainability ofknowledge and knowledge of sustainability are identi�able?Prinipally, the main objet of study in this thesis is the onept of sustainableinnovation, omprised of both knowledge of sustainability and sustainability ofknowledge. In order to be able to answer the main researh question, a learerunderstanding of the onept of sustainable innovation is required. The inter-play between knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge standsentral in our lari�ation of sustainable innovation. The skeleton of sustainableinnovation is asertained, stipulating the role of individual and olletive humanbehaviour. In this, the mehanisms that underlie sustainable innovation and thefators that shape these mehanisms are spei�ed. This sub-question is addressedin hapter 2.Question 2: What onepts onstitute knowledge of sustainabilityand sustainability of knowledge?Before operationalisation of knowledge of sustainability and sustainability ofknowledge is possible, the internal ompositions of knowledge of sustainability andsustainability of knowledge need to be determined in more detail. Sustainabilityhas been explained, using the onept of arti�ial system. Arti�ial systems areused to link sustainability and human behaviour. In its turn, human behaviouris explained as the expression of knowledge. Subsequently, we link knowledge ofsustainability to the ontent of this knowledge, and sustainability of knowledgeonerns the dynami aspet of it, namely learning.Although the desriptions above de�ne what knowledge of sustainability andsustainability of knowledge are, they do not allow for a diret, onrete operational-isation of the onepts. Therefore, the onepts of knowledge of sustainability andsustainability of knowledge are spei�ed in a more detailed manner. Both know-ledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge are translated into theirunderlying onepts. This translation is disussed in both hapters 2 and 3. Inhapter 2, the relationship between knowledge of sustainability and sustainabilityof knowledge is spei�ed, starting from the aggregate of sustainable innovation.Chapter 3 extends the spei�ation of hapter 2, foussing on the relationshipbetween knowledge and human behaviour.Question 3: what interventions are possible to set the adequate on-ditions for an improvement of the interdependenies between sustaina-bility of knowledge and knowledge of sustainability?26



1.3. Researh questionsAs indiated earlier, sustainable innovation builds upon the two onepts of know-ledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge. From this oneptualisa-tion, hange ours at the level of knowledge proessing in order to ontributeto sustainable innovation (MElroy, 2003). Knowledge management interventionsaim to realise the required hanges at the level of knowledge proessing (MElroy,2003).In order for knowledge management interventions to be e�etive, a lear under-standing of the relation between sustainable innovation and knowledge manage-ment is required. The fators that an be inuened by knowledge managementinterventions need to be identi�ed. Additionally, the link between the inuenedfators and sustainable innovation need to be lari�ed. Conerning the identi�-ation of fators that an be inuened by knowledge management interventions,instruments for knowledge management intervention need to be identi�ed. Inthis researh, the fous is spei�ally on the use of deision support systems torealise knowledge management intervention to inuene sustainable innovation.This question is addressed in hapter 2 and espeially in hapter 3.Question 4: what design underlies interventions that set the ondi-tions for sustainable innovation?Various sorts of knowledge management interventions exist (see for instane Fire-stone, 2003; Firestone & MElroy, 2003; MElroy, 2003), operating through dif-ferent hannels at the knowledge proessing level (see for instane Alvesson &K�arreman, 2001). However, most of these interventions are the result from �rstgeneration knowledge management (MElroy, 2003). This sub-question prinipallyonentrates on the appliation of existing measures from the knowledge manage-ment �eld in the ontext of sustainable innovation. Spei�ally, we onsider theappliation of deision support systems as a means of intervention for sustainableinnovation. Chapter 3 addresses theoretial issues regarding sub-question 4.In addition to a theoretial exploration, the presented questions are examinedin a pratial sense in two ase studies. These ase studies are disussed in hapters5 and 6. Chapter 5 disusses the AVEBE ase that fouses on the relation betweena deision support system and knowledge of sustainability. Currently, AVEBE hasseveral deision support systems to inform its farmers regarding various topisof starh potato growth. However, these systems remain largely unused. Thereason is that AVEBE designs its hannels of ommuniation in an undi�erentiatedfashion.The Optihem Infonet ase, disussed in hapter 6, addresses the relation be-tween deision support systems and sustainability of knowledge. Although hem-ials have been applied in paper-making for a long time, employees in the paperindustry lak knowledge about the used hemials. To initiate these employees'learning proesses regarding hemials, a deision support system has been on-struted. This deision support system is tailored to the urrent knowledge of itsusers.
27



Chapter 1. Introdution1.4 OutlineThis hapter presents the main researh problem and the theoretial bakgroundin whih this researh problem is situated. In hapters 2 and 3, the theoretialbakground that is provided in this hapter is extended. Chapter 2 addresses theonept of sustainable innovation, and extends the onept. Chapter 3 extendsthe issues of knowledge management from the perspetive of human behaviour.Additionally, hapter 3 disusses knowledge management means to intervene atthe knowledge proessing level, spei�ally foussing on the use of deision supportsystems. Espeially, fators that relate to the design of deision support systemsare foused on. These fators are empirially investigated in two ase studies.In hapter 4, the methodologial approah that is used in the empirial ases isexplained. Design fators of deision support systems are explored empirially inhapters 5 and 6. Disussion on the empirial �ndings and the drawing of generalonlusions is done in hapter 7. Furthermore, possibilities for further researhare addressed in the �nal hapter.
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